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CHAPTER

XXII

our study of this the sweetest of the Holy Ghost
hymns, we shall touch on its authorship, on the manuscripts in which it is found, on its uses and variations,
and on its merits.

IN

Who

composed the Veni Sancte? This question
cannot be answered with certainty. We can only give
a probable answer, as the

poem

is

ascribed to four dif-

ferent authors.
It is

ascribed, in the

—

Robert II, King of
This opinion is sponsored by

first

place, to

France (997
1031).
Durandus, a liturgical writer of the thirteenth century.
His reasons are not convincing. (Cf. Rationale Lib. 4,
de prosa seu sequentia.)
In the second place, it is ascribed to Hermanus Contractus (1013
1054). Cardinal Bona, in writing of
the Veni Sancte, says: "It has been by some attributed
to Hermanus Contractus" (Rerum Liturgicarum, Romae, 1671, page 336). Duffield supports this contention.
(Cf. New Englander, Vol. 45, 1886.)
In the third place it is ascribed to Stephen Langton,

—

who in 207 was consecrated Archbishop of Canterbury
by Pope Innocent III. Cardinal Pitra cites a commentary supposed to be by an English Cistercian (about
1210) to the effect that Master Stephen Langton composed a Sequence on the Holy Ghost.
(Specilegium
1

—
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Solesmense, Vol.

3, p.

This claim

passages.

is

tfje
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He

130.)

then quotes certain

not sufficiently proved to war-

rant acceptance.

Pope Innocent III, ( 60
Ekkehard V of St. Gall (died
about 220) wrote among other works the life of St.
Notker, a celebrated tenth-century monk of his monastery.
In the eighteenth chapter of this book he incidentally ascribes the Veni Sancte to Pope Innocent on
the strength of what Ulrich VI, a former abbot, had
told him. This Ulrich was a member of an embassy sent
to Rome in 21 5 by King Frederick II. The ambassador
and his suite assisted at the Papal Whitsun celebration.
In the afternoon the conversation turned on the Sequence "Sancti Spiritus nobis adsit gratia," which had
been sung at the Mass. It was apparently during this
Finally,

it is

The

1216).

ascribed to

1

1

historian

1

I

conversation that Ulrich learned that Innocent himself

had also composed a Sequence, namely the poem under
consideration. Ulrich narrated the fact to Ekkehard on
his return to St. Gall.
Very probably he obtained and
brought back a copy of the Pope's composition, which
was added to the Sequentiary of the monastery. An
early

German manuscript

seum

is

preserved in the British

probably a copy of the

hymn

Mu-

brought back by

Ulrich.
this

Pope Innocent was certainly qualified to compose
hymn. Before his elevation to the Sovereign Pon-

tificate

he spent several

years

in retirement,

during

and
composition. He was a scholar, a theologion, and a mystic.
He was ardently devoted to the Holy Spirit. This
which time he devoted himself

to prayer, reflection,

accounts for the deep interest he took in the Hospitalers

—
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Holy Ghost, whose Order he approved

He

shortly after his election.

also called to

in

1

1

98,

Rome Guy

of Montpellier, their founder, to inaugurate the world-

famous hospital of Santo-Spirito, an institution on»
which he lavished temporal and spiritual benefits. He
was better qualified to compose the Veni Sancte than
any of the other personages to whom it is ascribed. It
is probable that he composed it.

He

must have aimed to
combine in the Veni Sancte all there was best of preexisting Paracletic poetry.
The essence and unction of it
(or w^hoever the author)

along with his

own

effusions he melted in the furnace

of his heart and molded into a

new

tribute of supernal

grace and charm.
Critics recognize traces of five earlier liturgical pro-

A

ductions in the Veni Sancte.
useful because

is

hymns and

it

brief glance at these

will acquaint us

some

will give us

with these older

idea of the religious

of the people that produced them.

If

mind

they celebrated

must have
For lyric, under which head hymns are innothing else but the crystalizing into pleasing

the praises of the Paraclete in verse, they

loved Him.
cluded,

is

form of the sentiments
These older hymns

—

are:

I.

that

—

fill

the heart.

their titles translated literally

"Sancti Spiritus adsit gratia" (The Holy

Grace Be with Us) 2. "Qui procedis ab Utroque" (Thou Who Dost from Both Proceed) 3. "O,

Spirit's

;

;

Ignis Spiritus Paracliti"

(O

Fire of the Paraclete)

;

4.

"Veni Creator Spiritus" (Come, Holy Ghost, Creator,
Come) 5. "Veni Sancte Spiritus, reple" (Come, Holy
;

Ghost,

Fill

the Hearts of

—

Thy
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Faithful).

—
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Grace Be with Us,

Spirit's

is

by some to St. Notker (born about 840, died
The
912); by others to Robert, King of France.
Bodleian (Oxford) Library has a manuscript copy written about the year 000. It is also found in a gradual
of the same date, belonging to the old Benedictine Abbey of Prum, in the Rhine Province; in an eleventhcentury gradual of Esternach of the same province, preascribed

1

served in the National Library

century manuscript of Einsiedeln

of Paris;
;

and

in

a tenth-

in four eleventh-

found

century manuscripts of

St.

some fourteenth-century

missals of France, Spain, Italy,

Gall.

It

is

also

in

and England.
English translations of this sacred

O Holy Ghost,

within

Us

poem

(Calverly, 1872)

are:

The Grace

;

Holy Ghost Be Present (Neale, 1863)
Holy Ghost's Grace (Pearson, 1871); and,
Spirit, Grant Us Grace (Plumptre, 1884).
of the

;

Number
acribed to

2,

Thou

Adam

Who

hymn

May

O

the

Holy

Dost from Both Proceed, is
who died sometime dur-

of St. Victor,

Copies of

in the last quarter of the twelfth century.
this

Come,

are found in a Limoges sequentiary, twelfth

century, preserved in the National

Museum

of Paris;

two Paris graduals of the thirteenth century, one of
which belongs to St. Victor and assigns the hymn to
Tuesday of Whitsun-week. Of this hymn w^e have no
in

English translation.

Number
judged to

St.

3,

O

the writings of this

Bingen.

Fire of the Paraclete,

(1098— 11 80).

is

usually ad-

found in
scholarly abbess of Rupertsburg near

Hildegard

English versions of

—
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are
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:

O

It is

Fire of the

Com-

^i)e

forter (Littledale,

1

"^mi ^anctc ^piritus
864)

and,

;

O

Comforter,

Thou Un-

created Fire (Crippen, 1868).

Come, Holy Ghost, CreaCome, was probably composed by Rabanus MauThe
the learned bishop-abbot of Fulda (t856).

Number
tor,

rus,

the immortal

4,

known

earliest

copies

of

this

hymn

belong to the

eleventh century and are found in psalters and hymnals
preserved in Cambridge, Durham, the Vatican, Rheinau,

and

St. Gall.

Of

the Veni Creator there are over fifty

among which

those by Dryden, Faand Campbell are conspicuous.
Number 5, Come, Holy Ghost, Fill the Hearts of
Thy Faithful, is rather an antiphon or responsive chant.
It seems to have originated in the eleventh century and
In a Sarum missal of 498
is found in various forms.
it was appointed for Tuesday and Saturday of Whitsun-week. In some parts of Germany it is chanted on
Sundays before High Mass. It was sung by the peasantsoldiers before the battle of Frankenhausen (May 25,
525). English translations of it were made by Jacobi
722) by Blew ( 846) by Russell ( 85 ) by Mas(
sie (1854): by Miss Winkvvrorth (1855); by Miss Fry

English renditions,

ber, Caswall, Potter,

1

1

1

(

1

;

860)

;

1

1

;

and by Tupper

(

1

1

;

870.)

We now come to the consideration of the text.
earlier texts consist of five stanzas, each

The

composed of

Present usage arranges

six lines of seven-syllabic verse.

Techit so as to give ten stanzas of three lines each.
nically, the meter in which it is written is known as
trochaic dimeter catalectic.

In the hands of

any other

meter is an extremely difficult
medium of conveying thought and feeling. This is why
the beauty, unction, and force of the Latin original can

but a

skillful scholar, this

—
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The following

hardly be reproduced in a translation.
version has been selected

on account of

its

exceptional

merits in this respect.

Holy

Spirit!

Lord of

light!

From Thy clear celestial height,
Thy pure beaming radiance give.
Come, Thou Father of the poor.
Come, with treasures that endure;
Come, Thou light of all that live!
Thou, of

all

consolers best.

Visiting the troubled breast.

Dost refreshing peace bestow;

Thou

in toil art

comfort sweet

Pleasant coolness in the heat;

Solace in the midst of woe.
Light immortal light divine
!

Visit

Thou

And

our inmost being

If

Thou

these hearts of

take

Thy

Th me.

fill:

grace away,

Nothing pure in man will stay;
All his good is turn'd to ill.

—

Heal our wounds, our strength renew;
On our dryness pour Thy dew
Wash the stains of guilt away.

Bend the stubborn

heart

and

will

Melt the frozen, w^arm the chill;
Guide the steps that go astray.

—
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Thou, on those who evermore
Thee confess and Thee adore,

Thy

In

seven-fold gifts descend:

Give them comfort when they die
Give them life with Thee on high
Give them joys which never end.

The Library

of St. Gall possesses four very ancient

The

manuscript copies.

British

Museum

that belong to the thirteenth century;
in

Germany,

missals of the

English and French

quarter of the fourteenth century

first

it.

And now
Trent directed

Roman

a

word on

among

A

missal.

1570 by Pope

St.

left

the

A

its

The Council

uses.

of

other reforms the revision of the

revised edition

Pius V.

Sancti Spiritus adsit,
Spiritus.

one was written

early in that century, the other in France,

about the end of the same period.
also contain

has two copies

In

was published
the

it,

old

in

sequence,

was replaced by the Veni Sancte

subsequent revision of the missal in 1634
undisturbed. At present it forms

new sequence

part of the

Mass

of Pentecost;

Masses of Whitsun-week and

also figures in the

it

in the

Votive Mass of the

Holy Ghost.
But even before the official revision, local missals of
It is assigned to the feast
earlier dates had adopted it.
of Pentecost in a Breslau edition ( 483 ) in a Langres
edition (1491), and in an Angres edition (1489); to
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday of Whitsun-week
in a Miinster edition (1489) to Tuesday and Saturday
1

,

;

in a Liege edition

(1485); to Wednesday

—
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Rouen

.
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Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday
in an Augsburg edition (1489); to Thursday in a
Chalons-sur-Marne and a Hereford edition (1502);
and to Saturday in a Paris edition ( 48 )
As a part of the Votive Mass of the Holy Ghost it
is found in a missal of Madgeburg (1480), of Brixen
A Langres missal
(1493), and of Sarum (1489).
(about 49 ) has it for the Mass in the time of pestilence.
In the cathedral of Limoges and Chalons-surSaone, it was chanted, says Martene, after the Vespers
and Compline of the Ascension.
edition (1499); to

1

1

1

1

who say the Veni Sancte once a day with conand devotion, the Church grants a plenary indulgence once a month on the ordinary conditions of
prayer, sorrow for sin, and Holy Communion; for saying it on Pentecost or during the octave, three hundred
days are granted; and one hundred days on any other
day of the year. (Pius VI, May 26, 796.)
To

all

trition

1

Nearly

all

Veni Sancte
it

hymnologists and

in the superlative degree.

as "the loveliest of

all

of Latin sacred poetry."
to the incomparable
critic
it

art critics praise the

the

hymns

—Trench.

It is

Veni Creator.

They speak

of

of the w^hole circle

rated second only
Clichtove, a song

and theologian of the sixteenth century, describes
all praise, because of its wonderful sweetclarity of style, pleasant brevity combined with

as "above

ness,

wealth of thought (so that every line

and

skillful

a sentence),

and elegance displayand apt juxtaposition of contrasting

finally the constructive grace

ed in the

is

thoughts."

—
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